The Global Playbook
A Guide to International Hiring During
Global Expansion

Know Your Options
Independent Contractors
Legal Entity Establishment
Professional Employer Organization (PEO)/Employer
of Record (EOR)
Every business is unique, which is why you should understand all your options before
making any international hiring decisions. Understanding your long and short-term growth
objectives will help you assess the strengths and weaknesses of each hiring option.
If you’re hiring people internationally, you’ll want to think carefully about the different
ways you can engage talent and which hiring option is the best fit for your business. It
is especially important to pay attention as the relationship between you and your hires
changes over time to make sure your workforce continues to be classified correctly.
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Independent Contractors
Different countries and governments have various definitions regarding contractors
versus employees. But as a general guideline, if an individual exclusively works for one
employer for an extended period, they are usually classified as an employee. As a result,
the company will be expected to treat them as such. This means you need to implement
wages, benefits, and taxes for that employee.
Utilizing independent contractors for one-time projects can be very fruitful for a business.
They can enjoy significant cost savings when it comes to benefits reductions. However,
even innocent mistakes can become costly endeavors for a company. If a company
and local government don’t align on the proper classification of a worker, it can result in
serious tax penalties.
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Advantages
Cost Savings

Specialized
Skill Sets

Flexible

Although businesses may have higher payments to independent
contractors, they still save when it comes to equipment, tax
withholdings, office space, and healthcare/benefits. In some
cases, companies could save as much as 20% by using
independent contractors.
Independent contractors often specialize in specific industries
or skill sets. This means they can provide high-quality work
and prepare businesses to enter new markets. Being hired as
a contractor means their job security relies on delivering good
results to the employer.
In most cases, contractors have more flexible schedules to ensure
they can meet the demands of their employers. This adjustable
schedule allows them to fulfill all the necessary requirements in a
reasonable time frame.
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Disadvantages
Invalid
Employment
Classification

In some countries, it is It’s quite common for contractors to claim
they were actually working as an employee and report a company
to the local government so they can receive back payments.

Employment
Contracts

Businesses should always use legally-binding employment
contracts. They may also need to establish in-country agreements,
making sure to follow any regulations of the local labor laws in
context, and avoid using templates that may leave loopholes.
If this is done incorrectly, labor courts can rule in favor of
contractors to receive withholdings and benefits.

Compliance
Expertise

Accurately paying foreign contractors requires thorough
knowledge of the tax and employment laws in the countries where
your business operates. These factors will weigh the heaviest
when assessing a foreign country’s regulations and requirements.
If contractors are misclassified, the penalties may could include
government fines, non-payment of income taxes, non-payment of
social security amounts, and revoking of authority for carrying on
business.

Local Presence
Requirements

Work Permits

Many countries require a local business tax ID for any required
payments on an employee’s behalf. This includes social security,
workman’s compensation, income tax, pension, healthcare, and
more.
Contractors cannot get work permits unless a local entity is
sponsoring them. This means a business will need to have a legal
presence in the country in order to use this for foreign workers.
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If you want to classify a worker as a contractor, they’ll need
to meet the following criteria:
They are allowed to work for several companies at the same time. The
contractor agreement must include the independence of the contractor from
the company.
They control their own working status or schedule. This means they shouldn’t
have company oversight, as well as no fixed or set schedules for their work.
They can only work for a single company for a short period of time before
moving on to a different company. They should not receive the same benefits
as full-time employees.
They cannot have a non-compete clause in the contractor agreement. Such a
statement would imply employment status in many countries.

If you are already using foreign independent contractors, be sure to review their
agreements again to ensure proper compliance. If you think there is potential for legal
issues, look into other employment options such as legal entities or international PEO.
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Legal Entity Establishment
When it comes to hiring full-time employees, you will need a legal presence to ensure
compliance with local employment laws and obligations. This can be complicated
especially if you are hiring in or you hope to hire in multiple countries because regulations
vary significantly between countries and often between provinces and states even within
the same country.
Let’s look at China as an example. If an employer hopes to hire an employee, they
will need to make contributions to housing and social care schemes. These legal
requirements and costs will need to be taken into consideration during your expansion.
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Advantages
Talent Companies can acquire top talent by offering attractive
Acquisition compensation and benefit packages. All salaries and benefits
should be determined by socially expected norms, local market
conditions and any benefit regulation.

Local When a company registers as a permanent legal entity, it is much
Compliance easier to stay compliant with local tax and legal regulations.
Physical Assets Companies with many physical assets may not have a choice when
it comes to establishing a legal entity. This allows businesses to
show fixed assets in accounts, such as land, buildings, machinery,
tools, equipment, vehicles, or any other form of tangible economic
resource.

Market Presence Establishing a legal entity creates a sense of trust and credibility
within the local economy. This can help generate a positive market
perception over time.

Strong Growth Although it may cost more upfront, legal entities create a
Foundation foundation for stabilized growth in the long term.
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Disadvantages
Costly Setups It is very common for businesses to pay between $15K-$20K to
establish a legal entity.

Longer Setup If you are hoping to hire employees quickly in a country, this may
Times not be the right solution. Depending on the legal complexities of
the country, a legal entity could take 2-4 months to set up.

Compliance Local laws and regulations are constantly changing. It is critical
Management for companies to always be aware of these changes, or they will
end up paying significant fines and penalties.

Exit Difficulties After a company establishes a legal entity, some country
requirements can make it difficult to close operations in the future.
Dissolving a legal entity could cost three times as much as it did
to set it up.

When going this route, the more countries you operate in, the more complicated the
management process becomes. This is because regulations vary from country to country,
and even within states or provinces. Your international success is contingent upon having
a firm grasp of local employment law.
You’ll also need to consider how you will structure and implement employee
compensation and benefits. Make sure you structure this correctly so you don’t have two
countries competing for your tax revenue.
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If this is the right fit for your business, here is a list of
components to prepare to establish a legal entity:
A resident director
Information and credentials for the executive team and all corporate directors
Office space or registered office address
Local support (accounting firms, law firms, bank accounts, etc.)
Register with the local labor board
Register with the national pension, health and unemployment requirements
A local operating agreement
Employment contracts that are compliant with local laws
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Professional Employer Organization
(PEO)/Employer of Record (EOR)
There can be a lot of risk when it comes to hiring overseas. Using an Employer of Record
(EOR) service can help mitigate these risks, while still giving you control. With laws and
regulations frequently changing for different countries, it can be challenging to keep track
of compliance, legal and tax requirements.
International PEO provides services to create legal entities in a target market, which
allows businesses to hire local employees. This third-party entity manages all the legal
requirements and payroll, while the business manages the international team on a day-today basis.
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Advantages
Quick Hiring Because PEOs are already established in the country, businesses
can hire and onboard new employees within days or weeks,
instead of months.

Low Cost For businesses on a budget, this can be a very cost-effective
option. Using a PEO provider eliminates the setup fees associated
with setting up a legal entity and allows the business to start
operating immediately.

Minimal Risk All the compliance obligations fall on the PEO provider and
protects the business from any legal risks or issues.

Flexible Companies can test new markets with easy entry and exit, without
sustained liabilities or costs upon departure.

Talent Companies can acquire top talent by offering attractive
Acquisition compensation and benefit packages. All salaries and benefits

should be determined by socially expected norms, local market
conditions and any benefit regulation.

In-country Years of experience in countries around the world allow PEOs to
Expertise offer a wide range of support. They can help businesses navigate
complex labor laws and optimize their growth potential.
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Disadvantages
Acquiring Companies with many physical assets may not have a choice
Physical Assets when it comes to establishing a legal entity. This allows
businesses to show fixed assets in accounts.

Permanent It’s important to understand the compliance requirements of each
Establishment country you operate in. In some cases, it may be necessary to
Considerations register a legal entity for certain tax obligations.
Fragmented If a PEO provider doesn’t operate in the countries a business
Vendors wants to expand to, they may be forced to hire multiple PEO

providers. This can cause communications and management
burdens for your internal team.

Lack of Complete Although businesses have control over the day-to-day operations
Control of their employees, they do not have full control over the legal and
compliance operations.

The PEO manages the legal and compliance infrastructure by acting as the legal
employer for a client. This enables them to handle all workforce management tasks,
including payroll, accounting, and compliance requirements. And although a PEO provider
handles many of the backend services, the client is free to control and manage the
employees on their daily initiatives.
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Businesses can reference this checklist to determine if
a PEO would be the best solution for their international
expansion:
A business is taking their first steps in a country and simply want to test the
market.
They want to operate for the long-term in low volume countries.
They don’t want to work with contractors in other countries.
A business just had a “surprise hire” that they need to bring on.
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About Global Upside
Global Upside provides support throughout the business lifecycle, offering staffing,
incorporation, PEO/EOR, accounting, HR, payroll, compliance, and M&A services in
170+ countries. For over two decades, we have supplied public, private, and non-profit
organizations of all sizes with integrated growth solutions. Our experienced global teams
understand the complexities of operating across multiple countries and help our clients
effectively navigate the nuances of local laws and regulations. The outsourcing services
we provide, simplify day-to-day operations for our clients so they can free up time and
resources to focus on their core competencies.

+1 (408) 913-9130

info@globalupside.com

www.globalupside.com

